We assess the noise characteristics in time series of daily position estimates for 23 globally distributed Global Positioning System (GPS) stations with 3 years of data, using spectral analysis and Maximum Likelihood Estimation. A combination of white noise and flicker noise appears to be the best model for the noise characteristics of all three position components. Both white and flicker noise amplitudes are smallest in the north component and largest in the vertical component. The white noise part of the vertical component is higher for tropical stations (+23 ø latitude) compared to midlatitude stations. Velocity error in a GPS coordinate time series may be underestimated by factors of 5-11 if a pure white noise model is assumed. dominate the error budget at the present time. In other words, GPS velocity estimates may not yet be accurate enough to observe monument noise except in extreme cases. Other sources of time-correlated noise include mismodeled satellite orbits, other reference frame effects (e.g., Earth orientation), mismodeled atmospheric effects, and mismodeled antenna phase center effects, which may vary with satellite elevation, azimuth, and local environmental factors. Studies of time-correlated noise in GPS time series have been hampered by the relatively short time that high-quality time series have been available. Rigorous analysis of time-correlated noise in GPS data may well require decade or longer time series, but high-precision results from continuously operating stations have been available only since about 1992 or 1993. The present study reports the noise characteristics of 23 globally distributed GPS sites that have operated more or less continuously for about 3 years. 2. Previous Work Zhang et al. [1997] analyzed 1.6 years of essentially continuous daily measurements from 10 sites in southern California, and the reader is referred to that work for additional background on some of the issues discussed here. Zhang et al. [1997] were able to reduce regionally correlated noise (probably dominated by orbit errors) by use of a filtering algorithm that subtracted common mode, nontectonic signals from the GPS time series [Wdowinski et al., 1997]. This method is applicable whenever data from a relatively dense network are available but is not yet possible for a globally distributed set of sites, because of their isolation. Noise in the residual time series studied by Zhang et al. [1997] was characterized as "fractal white" (spectral index 0.4, defined below) or a combination of white noise and flicker noise (spectral indices of 0 and 1, respectively) . Given the shortness of the time series available to them, Zhang et al. [1997] could not distinguish between these models.
Introduction
Geophysical studies using geodetic measurements of surface displacement or strain require not only accurate estimates of these parameters but also accurate error estimates. Geodetic measurements of displacement differ in two important ways from other types of geophysical data, and these differences complicate error estimation. First, we generally require a long time series of measurements, often several years or more, in order to obtain accurate site velocity estimates. This means that a variety of errors with different timescales can corrupt the data. An individual error source may also change with time; for example, the instrument may improve. It is convenient to characterize errors as white (no time dependence) and colored (time-correlated). While the effect of white noise can be greatly reduced through frequent measurement and averaging, this is less useful for time-correlated noise and, in fact, provides no benefit at all for one type of timecorrelated noise, the random walk.
Second, while we generally seek to infer the motion of large crustal units, what we actually measure is the motion of a mark or monument on or just below the ground surface. Spurious motion of the mark (monument noise) -unrelated to motion of the larger crustal units of interest has been identified as an important noise source for many geodetic measurements [Johnson and Agnew, 1995; Langbein et al., 1995] . Analysis of long (decade or more) time series of high-precision two-color electronic distance measurement (EDM) data from sites in California suggests that monument noise can be modeled as a random walk [Langbein and Johnson, 1997 ]. For geodetic data acquired with the Global Positioning System (GPS), a variety of time-correlated processes in addition to monument noise corrupt velocity estimates and, in fact, likely reduced or eliminated through common mode techniques. Thus our results should be applicable to GPS coordinate time series from any site, no matter how isolated. Filtered data or relative position (baseline) data can be expected to be less noisy than results presented here, provided the baselines are short enough. 
Data Analysis
Since early 1994, GPS data from a number of continuously operating stations (currently 120) have been analyzed in the Geodesy Laboratory of the University of Miami to study various geophysical phenomena. We selected 23 stations with time spans longer than 2.5 years for noise analysis (Table 1, Figure 1 ). Seventeen stations have 3.0 years of data or more. The 1994 and later period used here is a convenient one. Many stations experienced frequent equipment changes prior to 1994. Also, these later data tend to be less noisy compared to earlier data, especially in the Southern Hemisphere, perhaps reflecting improvement in satellite ephemerides as the number of global tracking stations increased rapidly between 1991 and 1994.
To speed analysis, for most applications (and this analysis) we use satellite orbit and clock files provided by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) [Zumberge et al., 1997 ]. The resulting daily station coordinates are transformed into global reference frame ITRF-94 [Boucher et al., 1996] . Analysis procedures are described by Dixon et al. [ 1997] .
We use two methods, spectral analysis and Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE), to assess time-correlated noise in these time series. We use spectral analysis to estimate the spectral index of noise, while MLE is used to characterize the amplitudes of the stochastic processes with integer spectral indices.
Spectral Analysis
The power spectra, P, of many geophysical phenomena are well approximated by a power-law dependence on frequency f of the form [Agnew, 1992] 
P(f ) = Pof -'• (1)
where a is the spectral index and P0 is a constant. Larger a implies a more correlated process and more relative power at lower frequencies. White noise has a spectral index of 0, flicker noise has a spectral index of 1, and a random walk has a spectral index of 2.
Spectral indices need not be limited to integer values. Geophysical phenomena and noise with fractional spectral indices in the range 1<o•<3 are termed "fractal random walk," while indices in the range -1 <o•<1 are termed "fractal white noise" [Agnew, 1992] . Noise processes with-1<o•<1 are stationary, while processes with spectral index larger than 1 are nonstationary. A stationary random process is one whose statistical properties (e.g., mean and variance) are invariant in time.
Following Langbein and Johnson [1997] , the spectrum of a set of measurements can be modeled as the sum of white noise and colored noise:
where J3 is the crossover frequency of the power spectrum defined as the point at which the two processes have the same power levels. The constants a, P0, and J• can be estimated by fitting a curve to the power spectrum of a time series. The uncertainties are determined by seeing how well the model fits the spectrum using standard least squares. We have used an iterative nonlinear least squares method to estimate these parameters. In order to speed convergence, we apply the natural logarithm to both sides of (2):
In P(f) = In P0 + ln(f -a + f•-a) Using the relationship between parameters and measurements given in (4), we can form a set of observation equations, AX = V, When k is very large, the matrix N' is forced to be nearly diagonal, and the step size by which the solution is approached is reduced because the diagonal elements of the normal matrix are enlarged. On the other hand, as •, approaches zero, N' will be close to the real normal matrix N.
Given an initial guess for the set of fitted parameters X, we use the following iterative steps modified from the Levenberg-Marquardt method:
1. Pick a modest value for •,, say •, = 0.001.
Compute normal matrix N, L and misfit z2(X).
3. Modi-fy the normal matrix as in (6) and solve the modified normal equation (5) for fix and evaluate 2,2(X+fiX). 4. If z2(X+ 8g)2 z2X, increase •, by a factor of 10 and go back to step 3. 5. If z2(X+fiX)(z2X, update the trial solution with X+fiX, decrease •, by a factor of 10, and go back to step 2. 6. The iteration can be stopped when z2(X+fiX) decreases by a negligible amount for •, < 0.01. For example, when a=l, (2) approaches Po/f at low frequencies, which corresponds to flicker noise, and approaches a constant Po/f• at high frequencies, which corresponds to white noise. The amplitudes of white noise and flicker noise components can be calculated from estimated values of Po and J•, and similarly for the case of random walk noise (a=2) or arbitrary a. Noise components derived in this way are less precise than those derived with the MLE techniques described later, although they can provide an independent estimate for comparison purposes.
In our case, a and Po vary by less than 10, while J• is much more variable and may cause convergence problems, especially if it is close to zero (white noise dominates over time-correlated noise). In case of divergence, a straight line can be fitted to the spectrum to estimate the spectral index, although this may underestimate the spectral index at low frequency for time series composed of white noise plus time-correlated noise. Again, reference to MLE allows an independent estimate. Time series are windowed prior to spectral analysis. The simplest window is a boxcar window, in which the finite data set is left alone. Specialized windows can be used to reduce spectral leakage and sidelobe effects [Press et al., 1992] , but can sometimes artificially enhance the power at low frequencies, which is undesirable for our application. Boxcar windows were used for most of the results presented here. To verify the stability of our spectral estimates, we also analyzed the time series using several other common windowing techniques. In general, these gave similar results to the boxcar window results, as described below (section 4.1.). In many situations (including many of our GPS time series), evenly spaced data cannot be obtained. There are ways to modify unevenly spaced time series to simulate evenly spaced ones. Interpolation is one approach, but most interpolation techniques perform poorly for large gaps [Press et al., 1992] , a problem at some of the GPS sites. We follow the approach of Lomb [1976 Scargle [1982] proved that the resulting periodogram has exactly the same exponential probability distribution as for evenly spaced data. Windowing techniques can also be applied. While this expression can be evaluated at any frequency, it is typically evaluated only at a set of evenly spaced frequencies similar to the Fourier spectrum, defined by f,, =n/T n = 1,2 ....
Two techniques (Fourier spectrum and least squares) can be
where T is the fundamental period. However, the orthogonality of the periodogram at these frequencies is lost for unevenly spaced data. It can be shown by numerical test or derivation that the Fourier spectrum and least squares method are equivalent when both are applied on the same evenly spaced data [Scargle, 1982] .
To verify the performance of the least squares algorithm in the presence of data gaps, we tested it with two kinds of missing data: small amounts of missing data randomly distributed through the time series, and a single large gap. For the first test we randomly removed 30% of the data from an evenly spaced time series and found that there is essentially no bias in the resulting spectral profile, compared with the spectrum estimated from the original time series (Figure 2) .
To test the effect of large gaps in the data, we generated 20 synthetic time series of 1000 points each, with noise characteristics similar to our GPS time series (spectral indices 0.80-1.60), removing 10, 20, and 30% of the data from each time series near the beginning (100 points in) to simulate a large gap. Effects on the estimated spectral indices for individual time series were always less than 0.4:+0.24 to -0.20 for 10% data removal; and +0.27 to -0.39 for 20% data removal; +0.37 to -0.34 for 30% data removal. Effects on the mean spectral index were negligible: +0.002 for 10% data removal; -0.06 for 20% data removal; and +0.01 for 30% data removal.
We conclude that our technique for estimation of the spectral indices of time series is robust in the presence of data gaps. For relatively short time series the spectral index can be underestimated. We have investigated our sensitivity to this effect in two ways. First, the nonlinear least squares estimation method was tested on theoretical power-law spectra with different lowest frequency. Spectral indices of 2 and 1 were tested. Nonlinear least squares can estimate the spectral index reliably when the length of the time series is 1.8 times the crossover period for both index values. (Table 2) . In test case one, time series were simulated with 4.0 mm of white noise and 5.0 mm of flicker noise, and 30% of the points randomly removed. The crossover period of these time series is about 20 days. We found that the spectral indices can be estimated reliably for time series longer than 2 years, a criterion we meet for all our time series. Although the mean estimation is not biased for time series equal to 1 year, many solutions failed to converge. We also found that it is more difficult to estimate the spectral index when we removed the annual term. In test case two we simulated GPS time series with 4.5 mm of white noise and 1.5 mm/x/yr of random walk noise, whose crossover period is about 1 year. The length of data required to characterize accurately the random walk component is usually taken to be 5 times the crossover period (5/35), in this case 5 years. However, in this simulation, even 5 years was inadequate. Periodic signals and other noise make it more difficult to detect random walk noise, implying that it will be some time before GPS time series can be analyzed for accurate estimates of random walk noise, at least for data similar to the coordinate time series discussed here. For more precise baseline (relative position) data, random walk noise may be characterized in less time, depending on its amplitude (e.g., Dixon et al., 1997) . Spectral index results are summarized in Table 3 .
We further tested both the Fourier method and least squares

Maximum Likelihood Estimation
Assuming A random walk process is derived by integrating white noise. As we do not have any information about the random walk process before the observations start, we assume that random walk noise at time to is equal to zero. With this assumption the observed time series over a fixed time T is stationary (even though the process itself is not) and easily characterized statistically [Brockwell and Davis, 1996] 
Results and Discussion
Spectral Index and Noise Amplitude
The GPS position time series for all three components of the 23 stations are illustrated in Figure 3 . Time series were detrended before spectral analysis and Maximum Likelihood Estimation. Data points with residuals larger than 3 times the standard error are treated as outliers and removed in the linear regression. Figure 4 shows the power spectra of the same time series. Most of the spectra can be described as white (constant power) at short periods (high frequency), and red (more power) at longer periods (low frequency) (e.g., ALGO east). Most of the spectra are white for periods shorter than about 15-30 days (Figure 4 ). However, a few of the spectra can equally well be described as "fractal white" with power rising uniformly on these log-log plots toward higher values at longer periods (e.g., CMBB east). The best fitting white plus colored noise spectrum is shown on each plot if convergence was achieved. The value of • , , , • , , , • , ,  , , • , , , • , , , • , ,  , , • , , , • , , , • , •,,, •,,,•,,, •,,,+,,, •,,, •,,,•,,,+,,, •,,, •,,,,,•, -50 q,,, I,,, I,,, I,, ,T, •,,,,,,,,,,,,,,  •,,,,,,,,,,,,,  •,,,,,,,,,,,, , , , i , , , i , , , i .... I , , , I , ,, ,, Ii ,, ,, I_• , , I I I , I , , , I ', ', I , , , I , , , I , • , • • , I , , , I , , , I , , , , • • I , , , I , , , I , , , , I , ,  , , I , , , I , , , I , ,  , I , , , I , , , I , , , '   •.;. '_I•3,•, . . ,, ,,, ,, ,,, ,,,,,,,, ,• • ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, ,,,, , •, ,,, ,, ,, ,, ,, ,,,,,, •-, I ........  I,I ......  K,I fir ,lip   1 0 4 , i ........ I,, 4Oa_ "ø'• •,,,,',, l, I! II  • ,,•+,o,,o ,, ,   ' I ........ I ........ I " "]":"" ] : I ........ I ..... '•' I ........ I ........ I"" . lffl'l!lllll!l, ,-I-, I ........  I ...... I I, '111[J,!,l, ,'t 66+/-1.06   .,,+,.,.o, ,,  .................. ' 10 3 10 2 101 10 3 10 2 101 10 3 10 2 101 Period (days) ..... I ........ I ..... '-•-' I ................. I ..... '- • ' , ........ , ........ , ..... '--' , ........ , ........ "½',":"--•', I:',',',',',',' 10 -___= -=__ 10 2 - -I , I ........  I,,1•,, ,111h'l•l[l•,ll•,  I ........  I,,U .... f ,11111,',I•B-:F .......  , , I ........  I,,I,,   10'+• ' , ........ , ...... walk noise is not present in our time series. Rather, with the current data time span (3 years), current levels of white and flicker noise, and likely levels of random walk noise (1-3 mm/•/yr assuming monument noise of the type described by Langbein and ,1ohnson [1997] ), we are not able to detect it. Below, we discuss the time required to detect this level of random walk noise in time series of the quality currently available. In summary, both the spectral analysis and Maximum Likelihood Estimation are consistent with a white plus flicker noise model, and we adopt this noise model in the remaining discussion. Table 6 lists In order to test the possibility that our results are biased because our time series are too short, we applied our analysis to some GPS time series that are over 6.0 years in length analyzed in a similar way [M.Heflin, personal communication, 1997]. We found that the two results are very close for most of the sites (Figure 6 ), which suggests that our 3 year results adequately characterize the noise. However, higher (5-10%) amplitude flicker noise is observed in some of the longer (6.0 years) time series, perhaps indicating that longer time series are more sensitive to long period time-correlated errors. An alternate explanation is that the longer time series necessarily includes 1992 and 1993 data, which tend to be noisier than later data. mode error (due to orbits?) present in our data. Second, Zhang et al. were limited to 1.6 years of data; our longer time series may be more sensitive to long-term time-correlated noise. In the future, longer time series will undoubtedly enable more accurate estimates of time-correlated noise than those presented here. (equation (2) ), allowing a better approximation to the low4¾equency part of the noise spectrum. Zhang et al. also noted that a white plus flicker noise model fit their data. Table 5 lists the difference of the log maximum likelihood among three models: white noise, white noise plus flicker noise, and white noise plus random walk noise. Larger values of the maximum likelihood indicate the preferred model [Langbein and Johnson, 1997; Zhang et al., 1997] , in this case, the white noise plus flicker noise model. We have not attempted to establish the statistical significance of a given numerical score returned by the MLE algorithm, as it requires a large number of computerintensive simulations. Nevertheless, the fact that in every case tested (total 69) the white plus flicker noise model scored higher than the pure white noise or white plus random walk noise models argues strongly for the first model. Moreover, the same result is obtained from the spectral analysis. This is not to say random 4.2. Regional Correlations Figure 7 plots the white and flicker noise amplitudes as a function of station latitude. In general, latitudinal effects are small. While there is a slight tendency for southern hemisphere stations to have larger noise amplitudes, the difference is small and not statistically significant. On the other hand, tropical stations (between -23 ø and +23 ø latitude) clearly have higher levels of white noise in the vertical component compared to other stations (Figure 7) . The difference is statistically significant at 95% confidence. Four stations (FORT, GUAM, KOUR, and KOKB) are in this latitude band. Two of these (FORT and GUAM) are equipped with newer Turbo Rogue receivers, one (KOUR) is equipped with the older Rogue receiver and one (KOKB) experienced a receiver upgrade (Rogue to Turbo Rogue) midway through the time series studied here with no obvious effects (Table 1, Figure 3 ). Thus the difference is unlikely to be due to hardware differences.
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Third, Zhang et al. fit a straight line through the spectrum, while we fit a curve
Inspection of time series t¾om other stations in our database not analyzed ibr this report suggests the effect is real and not an artifact of small sample size. The weighted rms scatter (WRMS) in the vertical component is a reasonable proxy for white noise. Flicker Noise (mm) The four tropical stations in Several explanations seem plausible. Perhaps the additional noise is related to tropospheric water vapor, which exhibits higher levels and higher variability in tropical regions [e.g., Dixon and Kornreich Wolf, 1990 ] and thus is more sensitive to mismodeling. Note that any atmospheric effects in our time series are residual, representing the effects of atmospheric delay unmodeled in the estimation process. Another possibility is that the additional white noise in the vertical component is related to (Table 6 ) as a thnction of absolute latitude, Error bars for these data are of the order of the symbol size and are omitted for clarity. Table 6 suggests another possible regional variation in noise.
Inspection of
Stations in North America and western
Europe tend to be less noisy than stations in other areas. While this might reflect tracking station density (influencing the quality of satellite ephemerides?), it could be an artitb. ct of our small sample size or may simply reflect greater resources available to maintain and replace older equipment.
Effect of Time Correlated Noise on Velocity Error Estimates
The standard error of a rate (Or) estimated in a linear regression of evenly spaced measurements can be expressed for pure white noise as [Zhang et al., 1997] For stations not analyzed in this report, an estimate of the total rate error can be made using (20), the regional average noise values compiled in Table 8 , and values for random walk noise in the range 1-4 mm/x/yr [Langbein and Johnson, 1997 ].
Assuming that monument noise can be characterized as a random walk, and assuming that a typical magnitude for this process is 2.0 mm/x/yr [Langbein and Johnson, 1997], we can estimate the time required before the velocity estimates become sensitive to this source noise, i.e., the crossover period. For time series with relatively high levels of white and flicker noise (e.g., 10 and 15 mm, respectively, in Figure 8a ), more than 15 years is required. For lower levels of white and flicker noise (e.g., 3 and 5 mm, respectively, in Figure 8a ) the velocity estimates are sensitive to random walk monument noise within about 4 years. For short baselines [e.g., Dixon et al., 1997] or dense networks where common-mode error reduction can be exploited [Wdowinski et al., 1997 ] the effects of monument noise may be manifested sooner than 4 years.
An informal test of the noise model can be performed by fit- 
